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ABSTRACT

Stream processing or data-flow programming is a compute paradigm that has been around for decades in many forms yet has failed garner the same attention as other mainstream languages and libraries (e.g., C++ or OpenMP [15]). Stream processing has great promise: the ability to safely exploit extreme levels of parallelism. There have been many implementations, both libraries and full languages. The full languages implicitly assume that the streaming paradigm cannot be fully exploited in legacy languages, while library approaches are often preferred for being integrable with the vast expanse of legacy code that exists in the wild. Libraries, however are often criticized for yielding to the shape of their respective languages. RaftLib aims to fully exploit the stream processing paradigm, enabling a full spectrum of streaming graph optimizations while providing a platform for the exploration of integrability with legacy C/C++ code. RaftLib is built as a C++ template library, enabling end users to utilize the robust C++ standard library along with RaftLib’s pipeline parallel framework. RaftLib supports dynamic queue optimization, automatic parallelization, and real-time low overhead performance monitoring.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: [distributed systems]; D.1.3 [Concurrent Programming]: [distributed programming, parallel programming]

1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Decades touting the end of frequency scaling and the inevitability of our multi-core future are frequently found in current literature [20]. Equally prescient are the numerous papers with potential solutions to programming multi-core architectures [6, 33, 41, 52]. One of the more promising programming modalities to date is a very old one: stream processing [18, 36] (the term “stream processing” is also used by some to refer to online data processing [13, 21]).
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Figure 1: Simple streaming application example with four compute kernels of three distinct types. From left to right: the two source kernels each provide a number stream, the “sum” kernel adds pairs of numbers and the last kernel prints the result. Each kernel acts independently, sharing data via communications streams depicted as arrows.

Stream processing is a compute paradigm that views an application as a set of compute kernels (also sometimes termed “filters” [49]) connected by communication links that deliver data streams. Each compute kernel is typically a sequentially executing unit. Each stream is a first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue whose exact allocation and construction is dependent upon the link type. Figure 1 is an example of a simple streaming sum application, which takes in two streams of numbers, adds each pair, and then writes the result to an outbound data stream.

A salient feature of streaming processing is the compartmentalization of state within each compute kernel [1], which simplifies parallelization logic for the runtime [19] as well as the programming API (compared to standard parallelization methods [2]). Therefore, stream processing has two immediate advantages: 1) it enables a programmer to think sequentially about individual pieces of a program while composing a larger program that can be executed in parallel, 2) a streaming run-time can reason about each kernel individually while optimizing globally [38]. Moreover, stream processing has the fortunate side effect of encouraging developers to compartmentalize and separate programs into logical partitions.

In addition to simpler logic, stream processing also enables easier heterogeneous and distributed computation. A compute kernel could have individual implementations that target an FPGA and a multi-core running within the same application, known as “heterogeneous computation” or “hybrid computing” [14]. As long as the inputs and outputs are matching, the application will run identically regard-
less of which resource a kernel is scheduled to execute on. Brook [12], Auto-Pipe [22], GPU-Chariot [23], and ScalaPipe [51] are examples of such systems. Stream processing also naturally lends itself to distributed (network) processing, where network links simply become part of the stream.

Despite the promising features of stream processing, there are hurdles that affect programmers’ decision to use the paradigm. One hurdle to adoption is communication cost. For the example of Figure 1, the overhead of moving data elements between compute kernels could easily overwhelm the benefits of parallel computation. Clearly, a coarser-grained streaming decomposition of an application is more realistic (we will continue to use this example, however, for illustration purposes). A second hurdle is simply the bulk of legacy code and the requirement on the part of most streaming frameworks that applications be re-authored or substantially modified to conform [37].

This paper introduces RaftLib, a C++ template and framework enabling safe and fast stream processing. By leveraging the power of C++ templates, RaftLib can be incorporated with a few function calls and the linking of one additional library. No compiler other than a C++ compiler is needed, so it is completely self-contained. By using the native C++ environment, the C++ standard library functionality is available. As to communication between nodes, RaftLib seamlessly integrates TCP/IP networks, and the parallelized execution on multiple distributed compute nodes is transparent to the programmer. RaftLib reduces the communication cost in a multitude of ways, drawing on research from past works [8, 9, 29, 30] and enabling avenues of research that would otherwise be irrelevant in conventional programming models.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many streaming languages and run-time systems designed to assist the development of streaming applications. Brook [12] is a language designed for streaming processing on GPUs. StreamIt [49] is a streaming language and compiler based on the synchronous dataflow model. Storm [46] and Samza [44] are open-source streaming platforms that are focused on message-based data processing. Those languages and frameworks have their “niche” applications. They are not designed for general-purpose programming and usually have steep learning curves. RaftLib’s advantage over them is that a C++ template is easy to adopt and has more general usage. ScalaPipe [51] and StreamJIT [11] are two similar language extensions for streaming processing with a Scala frontend and a Java frontend, respectively. Other C++ parallelization template libraries include Threading Building Blocks [43] and Concurrency Collections [28], which are both Intel products. RaftLib differs from the last two in that it aims to provide a fully integrated and dynamically optimized heterogeneous stream parallel processing platform. A recent study of programming language adoption [37] asserts that factors such as lack of legacy code integration, library support, and language familiarity can influence the adoption rate of new languages. According to the monthly TIOBE index [50], the most popular language family by far is C/C++ (anecdotally this is true for scientific computing in general). The hurdles to adoption for a C++ template library are significantly lower than those of a new language (required of many other stream processing systems). To the best of our knowledge, RaftLib is the first C++ library directly targeting streaming processing.

There has been considerable work investigating the efficient execution of streaming applications, both on traditional multi-cores and on heterogeneous compute platforms, from the early work on dedicated data flow engines [19], to the synchronous data flow model [32]. Thies et al. [48] describe a number of performance impacting factors for applications described using StreamIt, and Optimus [26] realizes StreamIt applications on FPGA platforms. Streams-C [24] is an earlier streaming language that targets FPGAs for execution. Lancaster et al. [29, 30] have built low-impact performance monitors for streaming computations, and Padmanabhan et al. [38, 39, 40] have shown how to efficiently search the design space given a model that connects tuning parameters to application performance. RaftLib intends to leverage the above work as it seeks to efficiently execute streaming applications.

3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Several properties of streaming applications that must be exploited or overcome by streaming systems have been noted by others. The stream access pattern is often that of a sliding window [48], which should be accommodated efficiently. RaftLib accommodates this through a peek_range function. Streaming systems, both long running and otherwise often must deal with behavior that differs from the steady state [8, 34, 48]. Non-steady state behavior is often also observed with data-dependent behavior, resulting in very dynamic I/O rates (behavior also observed in [48]). This dynamic behavior, either at startup or elsewhere during execution, makes the analysis and optimization of streaming systems a slightly more difficult prospect, however it is not insurmountable and we will demonstrate empirically how RaftLib handles dynamic rates through a text search application. For example, text search has the property that while the input volume is often fixed, the downstream data volume varies dramatically with algorithms, which heuristically skip, as does the output (pattern matches). Kernel developers, as should be the case, focus on producing the most efficient algorithm possible for a given kernel. Despite this, kernels can become bottlenecks within the streaming system. Raft dynamically monitors the system to eliminate the bottlenecks where possible. We will show how well this works empirically and talk about future work that will expand the real-time modeling and monitoring of these systems.

At one time it was thought that end users were probably best at resource assignment [17], whereas automated algorithms were often better at partitioning an application into compute kernels (synonymous to the hardware-software co-design problem discussed in [5]). Anecdotally we’ve found that the opposite is often true. Programmers are typically very good at choosing algorithms to implement within kernels, however they have either too little or too much information to consider when deciding where to place a computation and how to allocate memory for communications links. The placement of each kernel changes not only the throughput but also the latency of the overall application. In addition, it is often possible to replicate kernels (executing them in parallel) without altering the application semantics [35]. RaftLib exploits this ability to blend pipeline and data parallelism as well.
Streaming systems can be modeled as queueing networks [8, 31]. Each stream within the system is a queue. The sizes of the queues within the system can have a notable effect on application performance. Too small of queues results in bottlenecks where otherwise none would exist, too big of queues increases the burden on the system (often increasing computation time through more page-ins, cache over-runs, etc.). The effects of queue sizing are shown empirically in Figure 4. RaftLib takes scheduling of compute kernels, allocation of queues, and resource mapping out of the user’s hands. Once a compute mapping is defined, the run-time (through heuristics, machine learning, and/or mathematical modeling) attempts to keep the application performing optimally.

4. RAFTLIB DESCRIPTION

Writing parallel code traditionally has been the domain of experts. The complexity of traditional parallel code decreases productivity which can increase development costs [25]. The streaming compute paradigm generally, and RaftLib specifically, enables the programmer to compose sequential code and execute not only in parallel but distributed parallel (networked nodes) using the same code.

RaftLib has a number of useful innovations as both a research platform and a programmer productivity tool. As a research platform, it is first and foremost easily extensible; modularized so that individual aspects can be explored without a full system re-write. It enables multiple modes of exploration: 1) how to effectively integrate pipeline parallelism with standard threaded and/or sequential code, 2) how to reduce monitoring overhead, 3) how best to algorithmically map compute kernels to resources, 4) how to model streaming applications quickly so that results are relevant during execution. It is also fully open source and publicly accessible [42]. As a productivity tool it is easily integrable with legacy C++ code. It allows a programmer to parallelize code in both task and pipelined fashions.

We introduce RaftLib via the following example application. The sum kernel from Figure 1 is an example of a kernel written in a sequential manner (code shown in Figure 2). It is authored by extending a base class: raft::kernel. Each kernel communicates with the outside world through communications “ports.” The base kernel object defines input and output port user accessible objects. These are inherited by sub-classes of raft::kernel. Port container objects can contain any type of port. Each port itself is essentially a FIFO queue. The constructor function of the sum kernel adds the ports. In this example, two input ports are added of type A & B as well as an output port of type C. Each port gets a unique name which is used by the run-time and the user. The real work of the kernel is performed in the run() function which is called by the scheduler. The code within this section can be thought of as a “main” function of the kernel. Input and output ports can access data via a multitude of intuitive methods from within the run() function. Accessing a port is safe, free from data race and other issues that often plague traditional parallel code [7]. Figure 3 shows the full application topology from Figure 1 assembled in code. Assembling the topology can be thought of as connecting a series of actors, which is also a sequential process. Each call to the link function connects the specified ports from the source and destination kernels. The function call returns a struct with references to the linked source and destination kernels. The streaming compute paradigm generally, and RaftLib specifically, enables the programmer to compose sequential code and execute not only in parallel but distributed parallel (networked nodes) using the same code.

```cpp
template< typename A, typename B, typename C > class sum :
public raft::kernel
{
public:
  sum() : raft::kernel()
  {
    input.addPort< A >( "input_a" );
    input.addPort< B >( "input_b" );
    output.addPort< C >( "sum" );
  }

virtual raft::kstatus run()
{
  auto a( input[ "input_a" ].pop_s< A >() );
  auto b( input[ "input_b" ].pop_s< B >() );
  auto c( output[ "sum" ].allocate_s< C >() );
  (*c) = (C)((*a) + (*b));
  return( raft::proceed );
}
};
```

Figure 2: A simple example of a sum kernel which takes two numbers in via input_a and input_b, adds them, and outputs them via the sum stream. With the pop_s and allocate_s functions, objects are returned which automatically pop and send items, respectively.
const std::size_t count( 100000 );
auto linked_kernels(
    map.link( kernel::make<
               generate< std::int64_t > >( count ),
               kernel::make<
               sum< std::int64_t, std::int64_t, std::int64_t > >( ) ),
    "input_a" )
);
map.link(
    kernel::make< generate< std::int64_t > >( count ),
    &( linked_kernels.dst ),
    "input_b" );
map.link(
    &( linked_kernels.dst ),
    kernel::make< print< std::int64_t ,'
'> >( ) );
map.exe();

Figure 3: Example of a streaming application map for a “sum” application (topology given in Figure 1). Two random number generators are instantiated, each of which sends a stream of numbers to the sum kernel which sends the sum to a print kernel. The call to link() returns a struct (linked_kernels) with references to the kernels used within the link() function call (linked_kernels.src and linked_kernels.dst respectively) so that they may be referenced in subsequent link calls.

4.1 RaftLib as a Research Platform

As a research platform, RaftLib is designed to enable the investigation of a number of questions that impact the performance of streaming applications. We will address a number of these questions in the paragraphs below, with a focus on the research questions, but instead of how RaftLib facilitates the investigation.

We start with the ability to blend pipeline parallelism with data parallelism. Some applications require data to be processed in order, others are okay with data that is processed out of order, yet others can process the data out of order and re-order at some later time. RaftLib accommodates all of the above paradigms. Streams that can be processed out of order are ideal candidates for the run-time to automatically parallelize. Li et al. [35] describe algorithms for replicating kernels in a pipelined environment, both for homogeneous compute resources and for heterogeneous compute resources.

Automatic parallelization of candidate kernels is accomplished by analyzing the graph for segments that can be replicated preserving the application’s semantics (indicated by the user at link type with template parameters). There are default split and reduce adapters that are inserted where needed. Custom split reduce objects can be created by the user by extending the default split / reduce objects. Split data distribution can be done in many ways, and the run-time attempts to select the best amongst round-robin and least-utilized strategies (queue utilization used to direct data flow to less utilized servers). As with all of the specific mechanisms that we will discuss, each of these approaches is designed to be easily swapped out for alternatives, enabling empirical comparative study between approaches.

Given an application topology to execute (possibly including some replicated kernels), the kernels need to be assigned to specific compute resources and scheduled for execution. We refer to the assignment of kernels to compute resources as the mapping problem, and the initial mapping algorithm provided with RaftLib is a simple one (similar to a spanning tree) that attempts to place the fewest number of “streams” over high latency connections (i.e., across physical compute cores or TCP links). It begins with a priority queue with the highest latency link getting the highest priority, finds the partition with the minimal number of links crossing it then proceeds to partition based on the next highest latency link for these two partitions. If no difference in latency exists (which can be the case if only a single socket core is used) then computation is shared evenly amongst the cores. No claim is made to optimality for this simple algorithm, however it is fast.

Individual kernels are implemented in the library as independent execution units (i.e., a thread, process, FPGA accelerator, etc.). The initial scheduling algorithm for threads and processes is simply the default thread-level scheduler provided by the underlying operating system. FPGA accelerator cards and GPGPUs(s) utilize their own schedulers. We anticipate incorporating recent work [3] which supports cache-aware scheduling of pipelined computations. RaftLib, of course, allows the substitution of any scheduler desired.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the allocated size of each queue of a streaming application can have a significant impact on performance (the figure is for a matrix multiply application, performance based on overall execution time). One would assume perhaps that simply selecting a very large buffer might be the best choice, however as shown the upper confidence interval begins to increase after about eight megabytes. Queueing models are often the fastest way to estimate an approximate queue size, however service rates and their distributions must be determined, which is hard to do during execution. In general, two options are available for determining how large of a buffer to allocate: branch and bound search or analytic modeling. Branch and bound searching has the advantage of being extremely simple, and eventually finds some reasonable condition. If the queue is destined to be of infinite size, a simple engineering solution presents itself in the form of a buffer cap. Model based solutions are also often straightforward to calculate, assuming the conditions are right for considering each queue individually (e.g., the queueing network is of product form).

While treating compute kernels as a “black” box, queue sizing approaches must accommodate program correctness. If a kernel asks to receive five items and the buffer size is only allocated for two, the program cannot continue. RaftLib deals with this by detecting this condition with a monitoring thread, updated every δ ← 10 µs. When conditions dictate that the FIFO needs to be resized, it is done using lock-free exclusion and only under certain conditions (to maximize resizing efficiency). The resizing operation is most efficiently accomplished when the read position is less than the write pointer (i.e., the queue or ring-buffer is in a non-wrapped position). There are multiple conditions that could trigger a resize and they differ depending on the end of the queue under consideration. On the side writing to the queue, if the write process is blocked for a time period of 3 × δ then the
queue is resized. On the read side, if the reading compute kernel requests more items than the queue has available then the queue is tagged for resizing. Temporary storage is provided on the receiver end to ensure the request is fulfilled as well as ensure that conditions for fast resizing are met.

Considering the application as a whole for optimization is also possible for RaftLib. Prior works by Beard and Chamberlain [8] demonstrate the use of flow models to estimate the overall throughput of an application. This procedure however requires estimates of the output distribution for each edge within the streaming application. The flow-model approximation procedure can be combined with well known optimization techniques such as simulated annealing or analytic decomposition [38, 39, 40] to continually optimize long-running high throughput streaming applications.

The “share-nothing” mantra of stream processing might introduce extra overhead, however it enables fairly easy programming of massively parallel systems. Each compute kernel can be easily duplicated on the same system, on different hardware across network links or even on GPGPU systems. As a research vehicle, RaftLib enables studies that explore how the communication and resource placement can be optimized. As a productivity tool, we are more interested in how few lines of code it takes to produce a result. Mentioned but not described has been the distributed nature of RaftLib. The capability to use TCP connections for many systems is clunky at best. With RaftLib there is no difference between a distributed and a non-distributed program from the perspective of the developer. A separate system called “oar” is a mesh of network clients that continually feed system information to each other. This information is provided to RaftLib in order to continuously optimize and monitor Raft kernels executing on multiple systems. The “oar” system also provides a means to remotely compile and execute kernels so that a user can have a simple compile and forget experience. Future work will see the full and complete integration of both TCP links and GPGPU kernels.

Performance monitoring is critical to the exploration of algorithms. It is also central to the automated optimization and modeling that is part of RaftLib. As such the user has access to monitor useful things such as queue size, current kernel configuration as they are updated by the run-time. In addition to these, more exciting statistics such as mean queue occupancy, service rate, throughput, queue occupancy histograms are available. The data collection process itself is optimized to reduce overhead and has been the subject of much research [29, 30]. Future work in visualization could determine the best way to display this information to the user in order to improve their ability to act upon it.

4.2 Authoring Streaming Applications

Next we consider the authoring of application. We’ll show some code segments to see how little code is needed to write a parallel algorithm and how familiar it can be to C++ programmers.

RaftLib views each compute kernel as a black-box at the level of a port interface. Once ports are defined, the only observability that the run-time has is the interaction of the algorithm implementation inside the compute kernel with those ports. A new compute kernel is defined by extending raft::kernel as in Figure 2. Kernels have access to add named ports, with which the kernel can access data from incoming or write to outgoing data “streams.” Programmers building a kernel have a multitude of options to access data on the kernel. The example in Figure 2 shows the simplest method (pop_a) to get data from the input stream, which is a return object which gives the user a reference to the head of the incoming queue (for variables a & b). A reference to the output queue is given by the allocate_s function. When each of these variables exits the calling scope, they are popped from the incoming queues and pushed to the outgoing queue respectively. The return objects from the allocate_s and pop_s calls also have associated signals accessible through the sig variable. There are multiple calls to perform push and pop style operations, each embodies some type of copy semantic (either zero copy or single copy), all provide a means to send or receive synchronous signals. Synchronized signaling is implemented so that downstream kernels will receive the signal at the same time the corresponding data element is received (useful for things like end of file signals). Asynchronous signaling (i.e., immediately available to downstream kernels) is also available. Future implementations will utilize the asynchronous signaling pathway for global exception handling.

Arranging compute kernels into an application is one of the core functionalities of a stream processing system. RaftLib has an imperative mode of kernel connection via the link function. The link function call has the effect of assigning one output port of a given compute kernel to the input port of another compute kernel. A map object is defined in the raft namespace of which the link function is a member.

Figure 3 shows our simple example application which takes two random number generating kernels, adds pairs of the random numbers using the sum kernel and prints them.

When the user runs the exe() function of map object, the graph is first checked to ensure it is fully connected, then type checking is performed across each link. Before a link allocation type is selected (POSIX shared memory,
heap allocated memory or TCP link), and each kernel is mapped to a resource. This could be pinning the thread or a heavyweight process to a compute core, mapping the kernel to another compute node over a distributed system or even potentially a GPGPU. Once the link allocation types are selected, the run-time selects the narrowest convertible type for each link type and casts the types at each endpoint. Future versions will incorporate link data compression as well, further improving the cache-able data. Once memory is allocated for each link, a thread continuously monitors all the queues within the system and reallocates them as needed (either larger or smaller) to improve performance.

Streaming applications are often ideally suited for long running, data intense applications such as big data processing or real-time data analytics. The conditions for these applications often change during the execution of a single run. Algorithms use different optimizations based on differing inputs (i.e., sparse matrix vs. dense matrix multiply). Changing conditions can often benefit from additional resources or differing types of algorithms within the application to eliminate bottlenecks as they emerge. RaftLib gives the user the ability to specify synonymous kernel groupings that the run-time can swap out to optimize the computation. These can be kernels that are implemented for multiple hardware types, or can be differing algorithms. For instance, it is imperative that RaftLib work seamlessly with the C++ standard library. The for_each (Fig. 6), which has behavior distinct from the write_each and read_each kernels. The for_each takes a pointer value and uses its memory space directly as a queue for downstream compute kernels. This is essentially a zero copy and enabling behavior from a “streaming” application similar to that of an OpenMP parallelized loop. Unlike the C++ standard library for_each, the RaftLib version provides an index to indicate position within the array for the start position. This enables the compute kernel reading the array to calculate the position within it. When this kernel is executed, it appears as a kernel only momentarily, essentially providing a data source for the downstream compute kernels to read.

Code verbosity is often an issue. Readily available in C++ is the declaration of a class or a template, when often what is wanted is the ability to pass a simple function and have it executed by the called function. Newer languages and C++11 have met this demand with lambda functions. RaftLib brings lambda compute kernels, which give the user the ability to declare a fully functional, independent kernel while freeing him/her from the cruft that would normally accompany such a declaration. Figure 7 demonstrates the syntax for a single output random number generator. The closure type of the lambda operator also allows for usage of the static keyword to maintain state within the function [16]. These kernels can be duplicated and distributed, however they do induce one complication if the user decides to capture external values by reference instead of by value, undefined behavior may result if the kernel is duplicated; especially across a TCP link (an issue we will resolve in subsequent versions of RaftLib).

5. BENCHMARKING

Text search is used in a variety of applications. We will focus on the exact string matching problem which has been studied extensively. The stalwart of string matching applications (both exact and inexact) is the GNU version of the grep utility. It has been developed and optimized for 20+ years resulting in excellent single threaded exact string matching performance (∼1.2 GB/s) on our test machine (see Table 1). To parallelize GNU grep, the GNU Parallel [47] utility is used to spread computation across one
map.link(
    /** instantiate lambda kernel as source **/
    kernel::make< lambdak< std::uint32_t > >(0, 1, [])
    (Port &input,
     Port &output)
    {
        auto out(
            output["0"].allocate_s< std::uint32_t >());
        (*out) = rand();
    } /** end lambda kernel */
    /** end make **/,
    /** instantiate print kernel as destination **/
    kernel::make< print< float, '\n' > >();

Figure 7: Syntax for lambda kernel. The user specifies port types as template parameters to the kernel, in this example std::uint32_t. If a single type is provided as a template parameter, then all ports for this lambda kernel are assumed to have this type. If more than one template parameter is used, then the number of types must match the number of ports given by the first and second function parameters (input and output port count, respectively). The number of input ports is zero and the number of output ports is one for this example. Ports are named sequentially starting with zero. The third parameter is a lambda function which is called repeatedly by the runtime.

Figure 9 shows code necessary to generate the application topology using RaftLib. The actual search kernel is instantiated by making a search kernel. The exact algorithm is chosen by specifying the desired algorithm as a template parameter to select the correct template specialization.

Table 1: Summary of Benchmarking Hardware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>OS Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2650</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>62 GB</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 shows the throughput (in GB/s) for all of the tested string matching applications, varying the utilized cores from one through 16. The performance of the GNU grep utility when single threaded is quite impressive. It handily beats all the other algorithms for single core performance (when not using GNU Parallel, as shown in the figure). Perfectly parallelized (assuming linear speedup) the GNU grep application could be capable of ~16 GB/s. When parallelized with GNU Parallel however, that is not the case.

The performance of Apache Spark when given multiple cores is quite good. The speed-up is almost linear from a single core though 16 cores. The Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm using RaftLib performs almost as well, topping out at ~1.5 GB/s to Apache Spark’s ~2.8 GB/s. RaftLib has the ability to quickly swap out algorithms during execution, this was disabled for this benchmark so we could more easily compare specific algorithms. Manually changing
Figure 8: String matching stream topology for both Boyer-Moore-Horspool and Aho-Corasick algorithms. The first compute kernel (at left) reads the file and distributes the data. The second kernel labeled Match uses one or the other algorithms to find string matches within the streaming corpus. The matches are then streamed to the last kernel (at right) which combines them into a single data structure.

the algorithm RaftLib used to Boyer-Moore-Horspool, the performance improved drastically. The speed-up from one through 10 cores is now linear, with the 30 GB file searched in $\sim 4.1$ s which gives it close to 8 GB/s throughput.

Overall the performance of the RaftLib Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm is quite comparable to the one implemented using the popular Apache Spark framework. The Boyer-Moore-Horspool however outperforms all the other algorithms tested. The change in performance when swapping algorithms indicates that the algorithm itself (Aho-Corasick) was the bottleneck. Once that bottleneck is removed we found that the memory system itself becomes the bottleneck. Future work with cache aware scheduling and pipeline prefetch could perhaps improve performance further by reducing memory latency. All in all the performance of RaftLib is quite good, comparable with one of the best current distributed processing frameworks (Apache Spark) and far better than the popular parallelizing utility GNU Parallel.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

RaftLib has many features that enable a user to integrate fast and safe streaming execution within legacy C++ code. It provides interfaces similar to those found in the C++ standard library, which we hope will enable users to pick up how to use the library at a faster pace. We’ve also shown new ways to describe compute kernels, such as the “lambda” kernels which eliminates much of the “boiler-plate” code necessary to describe a full C++ class or template. What we’ve also described is a framework for massively parallel execution that is simple to use. The same code that executes locally can execute distributively with the integration of the “oar” network framework. No programming changes are necessary. This differs greatly from many current open source distributed processing frameworks (Apache Spark) and far better than the popular parallelizing utility GNU Parallel.

What we’ve done with the RaftLib framework is lay a foundation for future research. How best to integrate stream processing with sequential computation is still an open question. Pragma methods such as OpenMP for loop parallelization work well for parallelizing loops, however they’re far from ideal as programmers must fully understand how to use the available options in order to get the most out of OpenMP. RaftLib promises similar levels of parallelism that are automatically optimized by the run-time. Towards this end instrumentation and dynamic optimization must be improved. Things like fast automatic model selection (e.g., Beard et al., [10]), resource to kernel matching and environmental adaptation must be researched and perfected in order for systems such as these to fully exploit the myriad of computational resources available today (multi-cores, vector processors, GPGPUs, etc.).

The RaftLib framework provides a platform for safe and fast parallel streaming execution within the C++ language. It serves as a productivity tool and a research vehicle for exploring integration and optimization issues. Despite the slow adoption rate of stream processing, we hope that the utilization of a widely used existing language (C++) serves as a catalyst to gain more than a niche user base.
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